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On Saturday, September 10, 2016,  EPN Fashion Week made its debut at the trendy and 
chic venue SLATE in New York City, featuring five amazing designers:  Sonjja Baram, 
Margarete Di’Paula, Alexander Acosta, Chris Barreto, and Marcelle Gakam.

Guests were wowed by each designer’s eclectic style and creativity as the fabulous models 
paraded down the runway, leaving them yearning for more.

EPN Fashion Week
Debuts in New York City

STYLE AND 
FASHION
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FEATURED DESIGNERS:

The graceful, flowing lines of Sonjja’s exquisite, handmade creations are 
accentuated with colorful, precious gemstones and visually stunning color 
combinations. The arresting quality of Sonjja’s beachwear and accessories have 
brought her designs to such upscale retailers as Henri Bendel, and are a hallmark 
of her annual Cruise Resort and Holidays collections.

SONJJA BARAM
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In 2013, drawing on her 
extensive working knowledge 
of French haute couture and the 
arts, Sonjja expanded her brand 
to include the fabulous Holidays 
Collection on a large scale, 
making the artistic transition 
from swimwear to luxurious 
evening gowns, which launched 
at the United Nations. Invoking 
the determination of today’s 
woman and the raw emotional 
allure of feminine romance, 
these exotic designs bespeak the 
combinations of fragility and 
strength, tradition and modernity, 
passion and profundity that is 
a signature element of Sonjja’s 
work. Each piece is designed and 
manufacture in USA. 
Sonjjia Baram premiered her 
Oscar collection in Hollywood at 
the Roger Neal Style Hollywood 
2016 Oscar Suite
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Prior to launching her brand “Di Paula Design” 2005, Margarete Di’Paula was a design teacher. Her creations 
are very unique, they are made with recycled materials including tabs from metal cans. Her uniquely 
sophisticated handbags, shoes, accessories and dresses are 100% handmade. Her line gained national 
recognition in 2008, having been featured on several TV shows in Brazil.
All Margarete’s designs are uniquely crafted from recycled materials. The company’s mission is to promote 
environmental conservation. Her designs were also featured in Hollywood at the Roger Neal Style Hollywood 
2016 Oscar Suite.

MARGARETE DI’PAULA  
of Di Paula Designs
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In 2003, Alexander Acosta began 
producing one-of-a-kind custom 

designs for his first clothing line, AGA 
Couture. His style is defined as elegant 

with gypsy influences, and usually with 
a touch of “Modern Victorian Era”. The 
Haus of Alexander Acosta Now in NYC 

creates Gowns for latin and standard 
Ballroom Competitions as well as 
elegant couture gowns for private 

clients.

ALEXANDER ACOSTA 
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CHRIS BARRETO 
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Brazilian artist, Chris 
Barreto showcased her 
latest collection named 
“Simultaneous Celebration”! 
She is best known for her 
unique textile prints that 
she digitally produces 
herself. This new collection 
has been inspired from 
elements of her artwork. 
All of the pieces consist of 
limited edition fashion items 
that are uniquely signed by 
the designer. 
Chris fashion has been worn 
by numerous celebrities, 
including Madonna and 
The Dixie Chicks. She has 
also exhibited her wearable 
artwork at the Guggenheim 
Museum and The American 
Museum of Natural History 
in New York City.
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MARCELLE GAKAM
of chokoMODE 

Marcelle Gakam presented chokoMODE, a unique clothing line offering individual 
collections of rich quality fabric for today’s professional woman whether at work 
or at play. All chokoMODE designs are classy, sophisticated, and elegant yet boast 
a figure-flattering tailored fit.  ChokoMODE celebrates the cultural essence of each 
piece of fabric, all of which are globally imported.  
According to Marcelle, the name “Chokomode” was inspired by her grandmother’s 
name Choko, but decided to add “MODE” to emphasize the unique spirit, culture 
and heritage of strong professional women across the globe. Thus the tagline, 
“dressing the professional woman with elegance” was born.
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Hair and Make-Up Sponsor:

Special Thanks to Wendy Lynn, Founder of Chakra Fashion Makeup and Skincare for creating the magical looks on the models.  
Your team did an exceptional job!
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Founders of EPN 
Fashion Week, 

Mr. Hubert and 
Magdaline Delany 

express their 
gratitude to all the 

designers, sponsors, 
models, team, guests 

and press who 
joined us for a fun 

and exciting fashion 
extravaganza.  You 

all made the event a 
huge success.

Mr. Hubert and 
Magdaline Delany 

with Actress, 
Singer, Author 

Dalal Bruchman


